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The Fragility of Goodness Martha C. Nussbaum 2001-01-15 This book is a study of ancient
views about 'moral luck'. It examines the fundamental ethical problem that many of the
valued constituents of a well-lived life are vulnerable to factors outside a person's control,
and asks how this affects our appraisal of persons and their lives. The Greeks made a
profound contribution to these questions, yet neither the problems nor the Greek views of
them have received the attention they deserve. This book thus recovers a central dimension
of Greek thought and addresses major issues in contemporary ethical theory. One of its most
original aspects is its interrelated treatment of both literary and philosophical texts. The
Fragility of Goodness has proven to be important reading for philosophers and classicists,
and its non-technical style makes it accessible to any educated person interested in the
difficult problems it tackles. This edition, first published in 2001, features a preface by
Martha Nussbaum.
The Location of Culture Homi K. Bhabha 2012-10-12 Rethinking questions of identity, social
agency and national affiliation, Bhabha provides a working, if controversial, theory of cultural
hybridity - one that goes far beyond previous attempts by others. In The Location of Culture,
he uses concepts such as mimicry, interstice, hybridity, and liminality to argue that cultural
production is always most productive where it is most ambivalent. Speaking in a voice that
combines intellectual ease with the belief that theory itself can contribute to practical
political change, Bhabha has become one of the leading post-colonial theorists of this era.
Born to Run Christopher McDougall 2011-03-29 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • The astonishing
and hugely entertaining story that completely changed the way we run. An epic adventure
that began with one simple question: Why does my foot hurt? “Equal parts quest, physiology
treatise, and running history.... The climactic race reads like a sprint.... It simply makes you
want to run.” —Outside Magazine Isolated by Mexico's deadly Copper Canyons, the blissful
Tarahumara Indians have honed the ability to run hundreds of miles without rest or injury. In
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a riveting narrative, award-winning journalist and often-injured runner Christopher
McDougall sets out to discover their secrets. In the process, he takes his readers from
science labs at Harvard to the sun-baked valleys and freezing peaks across North America,
where ever-growing numbers of ultra-runners are pushing their bodies to the limit, and,
finally, to a climactic race in the Copper Canyons that pits America’s best ultra-runners
against the tribe. McDougall’s incredible story will not only engage your mind but inspire
your body when you realize that you, indeed all of us, were born to run. Look for Born to Run
2, coming in December!
Pale Blue Dot Carl Sagan 2011-07-06 “Fascinating . . . memorable . . . revealing . . . perhaps
the best of Carl Sagan’s books.”—The Washington Post Book World (front page review) In
Cosmos, the late astronomer Carl Sagan cast his gaze over the magnificent mystery of the
Universe and made it accessible to millions of people around the world. Now in this stunning
sequel, Carl Sagan completes his revolutionary journey through space and time. Future
generations will look back on our epoch as the time when the human race finally broke into a
radically new frontier—space. In Pale Blue Dot, Sagan traces the spellbinding history of our
launch into the cosmos and assesses the future that looms before us as we move out into our
own solar system and on to distant galaxies beyond. The exploration and eventual settlement
of other worlds is neither a fantasy nor luxury, insists Sagan, but rather a necessary condition
for the survival of the human race. “Takes readers far beyond Cosmos . . . Sagan sees
humanity’s future in the stars.”—Chicago Tribune
Frommer's Best Walking Trips in Scotland Felicity Martin 2009-04-01 Features beautiful day
hikes that include small towns only an hour or two from Edinburgh and Glasgow The
incredible scenery and variety of the Borders region, with everything from half-day strolls to
the world-renowned 340 km Southern Upland Way An array of easy walks that combine
castles, Speyside whisky, and coastal trails near Inverness and Aberdeen The magnificent
coastline and forest walks of Galloway and some of Scotland's most famous, challenging, and
spectacular routes through Cairngorms National Park The unspoiled wilderness and
postcard-perfect scenery of the Western Highlands and Skye
Life, We're All in it Together Patrick Thorne 1990
Sierra Club Bulletin Sierra Club 1915 Includes section "Book reviews."
History of Christianity Paul Johnson 2012-03-27 First published in 1976, Paul Johnson’s
exceptional study of Christianity has been loved and widely hailed for its intensive research,
writing, and magnitude—“a tour de force, one of the most ambitious surveys of the history of
Christianity ever attempted and perhaps the most radical” (New York Review of Books). In a
highly readable companion to books on faith and history, the scholar and author Johnson has
illuminated the Christian world and its fascinating history in a way that no other has. Johnson
takes off in the year AD 49 with his namesake the apostle Paul. Thus beginning an ambitious
quest to paint the centuries since the founding of a little-known ‘Jesus Sect’, A History of
Christianity explores to a great degree the evolution of the Western world. With an unbiased
and overall optimistic tone, Johnson traces the fantastic scope of the consequent sects of
Christianity and the people who followed them. Information drawn from extensive and varied
sources from around the world makes this history as credible as it is reliable. Invaluable
understanding of the framework of modern Christianity—and its trials and tribulations
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throughout history—has never before been contained in such a captivating work.
When The Drummers Were Women: A Spiritual History of Rhythm Layne Redmond
2021-08-05 For millennia, the sacred drummers of pre-Christian Mediterranean and western
Asia were women. In this inspiring book, Layne Redmond, herself a renowned drummer, tells
their history. Artistic representations reveal that female frame drummers carried the spiritual
traditions of many of the earliest recorded civilizations. During those ancient times, the
drummer-priestesses held the keys to experience of the divine through rhythm. They were at
the center of the goddess worship of matriarchal societies until the ascendance of patriarchal
cultures and the loss of drumming as a spiritual technology. With wisdom and passion,
Redmond chronicles our species’ deep connection to the drum, our rich heritage of
inseparable spirituality and music, and the modern-day women reclaiming it. This book
encourages readers—both women and men—to reestablish rhythmic links with themselves,
nature, and other people through the power of drumming. Redmond illustrates her message
with an extensive collection of images gathered during ten years of research and travel.
Woven throughout the book are strands of ancient ritual and mythology, personal stories, and
scientific evidence of the benefits of drumming. It is at once a history, a memoir, and a
resounding call for spiritual and social renewal.
The God of Skiing Peter Kray 2014-12-15
The World Ski & Snowboarding Guide Patrick Thorne 1997
Allen & Mike's Avalanche Book Mike Clelland 2012-12-04 With more and more people
heading into the winter backcountry on skis, snowshoes, and snowmobiles, avalanche safety
is of paramount importance. Allen & Mike's Really Cool Avalanche Safety Book distills the
sometimes overly technical information of snow science into a user-friendly format with
helpful illustrations and easy-to-understand text. With years of experience as NOLS
instructors to draw on, Allen O'Bannon and Mike Clelland team up to give winter
recreationists the information they need to stay safe in the backcountry, including how to
prepare for your trip, proper equipment and how to use it, snowpack assessment, choosing
safe travel routes, decision making, and rescue scenarios. Written for both aspriring winter
backcountry travelers and experts alike, this book is a must-read for anybody who loves to
experience the solitude and beauty of the snowy mountains.
Psychiatry and Anti-Psychiatry David Cooper 2013-10-11 Tavistock Press was established as a
co-operative venture between the Tavistock Institute and Routledge & Kegan Paul (RKP) in
the 1950s to produce a series of major contributions across the social sciences. This volume
is part of a 2001 reissue of a selection of those important works which have since gone out of
print, or are difficult to locate. Published by Routledge, 112 volumes in total are being
brought together under the name The International Behavioural and Social Sciences Library:
Classics from the Tavistock Press. Reproduced here in facsimile, this volume was originally
published in 1967 and is available individually. The collection is also available in a number of
themed mini-sets of between 5 and 13 volumes, or as a complete collection.
Summits and Secrets Kurt Diemberger 1991
No Logo Naomi Klein 2000-01-15 An analysis of the invasion of our personal lives by logodescensos-miticos-los-50-lugares-de-esqui-mas-esp
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promoting, powerful corporations combines muckraking journalism with contemporary
memoir to discuss current consumer culture
Ski de randonnée autour du Mont-Blanc François Matet 2020-02-20
Ultimate Skiing Ron LeMaster 2010 A stunning, full-color guide for the modern skier,
Ultimate Skiing speaks to the intermediate, advanced and racing readership by including
updated techniques for modern-shaped ski designs and tips for fine-tuning boots for specific
styles and terrain. Ultimate Skiing features author Ron LeMaster's clear, thorough and
captivating photo sequences depicting proper form on the slopes. Every chapter includes
analyses of World Cup skiers, as well as exercises for developing and practicing technique.
Original.
Goddesses in Everywoman Jean Shinoda Bolen 2004-03-02 A classic work of female
psychology that uses seven archetypcal goddesses as a way of describing behavior patterns
and personality traits is being introduced to the next generation of readers with a new
introduction by the author. Psychoanalyst Jean Bolen's career soared in the early 1980s when
Goddesses in Everywoman was published. Thousands of women readers became fascinated
with identifying their own inner goddesses and using these archetypes to guide themselves to
greater self–esteem, creativity, and happiness. Bolen's radical idea was that just as women
used to be unconscious of the powerful effects that cultural stereotypes had on them, they
were also unconscious of powerful archetypal forces within them that influence what they do
and how they feel, and which account for major differences among them. Bolen believes that
an understanding of these inner patterns and their interrelationships offers reassuring,
true–to–life alternatives that take women far beyond such restrictive dichotomies as
masculine/feminine, mother/lover, careerist/housewife. And she demonstrates in this book
how understanding them can provide the key to self–knowledge and wholeness. Dr. Bolen
introduced these patterns in the guise of seven archetypal goddesses, or personality types,
with whom all women could identify, from the autonomous Artemis and the cool Athena to
the nurturing Demeter and the creative Aphrodite, and explains how to decide which to
cultivate and which to overcome, and how to tap the power of these enduring archetypes to
become a better "heroine" in one's own life story.
The Vatican Vergil David Herndon Wright 1993-01-01 Made in Rome around A.D. 400, the
Vatican Vergil is the most famous and the most attractive illustrated book surviving from
classical antiquity. David H. Wright introduces this masterpiece of late antique art and shows
why it is such an impressive example of the new form of book, the codex, that replaced the
traditional papyrus roll and permitted more elaborate illustrations. Here are thirty-two of the
most interesting illustrations from the Vatican Vergil, reprinted in full color from the 1980
facsimile published in Graz, Austria, in collaboration with the Vatican Library. Facing each
reproduction is the appropriate text from Vergil, in Latin and in English, together with
explanatory comments. Wright discusses how the manuscript was made, describing the style
of the capital script and of the illustrations as well as their sources in older classical
traditions. He examines the Vatican Vergil as an example of the revival of classical culture in
pagan circles in Rome at a time when Christian authority was systematically suppressing
pagan religion. Finally, he surveys the "afterlife" of the codex, tracing how the work was
studied and copied first in the Carolingian era and then in the Italian Renaissance. All the
illustrations not reproduced in color are given at full size in black and white in a concluding
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list of the illustrations that have survived in this unique masterpiece. Made in Rome around
A.D. 400, the Vatican Vergil is the most famous and the most attractive illustrated book
surviving from classical antiquity. David H. Wright introduces this masterpiece of late antique
art and shows why it is such an impressive example of the new form of book, the codex, that
replaced the traditional papyrus roll and permitted more elaborate illustrations. Here are
thirty-two of the most interesting illustrations from the Vatican Vergil, reprinted in full color
from the 1980 facsimile published in Graz, Austria, in collaboration with the Vatican Library.
Facing each reproduction is the appropriate text from Vergil, in Latin and in English,
together with explanatory comments. Wright discusses how the manuscript was made,
describing the style of the capital script and of the illustrations as well as their sources in
older classical traditions. He examines the Vatican Vergil as an example of the revival of
classical culture in pagan circles in Rome at a time when Christian authority was
systematically suppressing pagan religion. Finally, he surveys the "afterlife" of the codex,
tracing how the work was studied and copied first in the Carolingian era and then in the
Italian Renaissance. All the illustrations not reproduced in color are given at full size in black
and white in a concluding list of the illustrations that have survived in this unique
masterpiece.
Skiing Around the World Jimmy Petterson 2006-11-01 "Let me take you to the slopes you
always dreamed of skiing or to exotic destinations where you didn't know skiing even existed.
More than a ski book, this is a travelogue depicting the skiing culture and character of 47
fascinating countries." Taken from back cover.
The Physics of Superheroes James Kakalios 2009-11-03 An exploration of the science
behind the powers of popular comic superheroes and villains illustrates the physics principles
underlying the supernatural abilities of such characters as Superman, Magneto, and SpiderMan.
Brave Enough Jessie Diggins 2020-03-10 Travel with Olympic gold medalist Jessie Diggins on
her compelling journey from America’s heartland to international sports history, navigating
challenges and triumphs with rugged grit and a splash of glitter Pyeongchang, February 21,
2018. In the nerve-racking final seconds of the women’s team sprint freestyle race, Jessie
Diggins dug deep. Blowing past two of the best sprinters in the world, she stretched her ski
boot across the finish line and lunged straight into Olympic immortality: the first ever crosscountry skiing gold medal for the United States at the Winter Games. The 26-year-old
Diggins, a four-time World Championship medalist, was literally a world away from the small
town of Afton, Minnesota, where she first strapped on skis. Yet, for all her history-making
achievements, she had never strayed far from the scrappy 12-year-old who had insisted on
portaging her own canoe through the wilderness, yelling happily under the unwieldy weight
on her shoulders: “Look! I’m doing it!” In Brave Enough, Jessie Diggins reveals the true story
of her journey from the American Midwest into sports history. With candid charm and
characteristic grit, she connects the dots from her free-spirited upbringing in the woods of
Minnesota to racing in the bright spotlights of the Olympics. Going far beyond stories of
races and ribbons, she describes the challenges and frustrations of becoming a serious
athlete; learning how to push through and beyond physical and psychological limits; and the
intense pressure of competing at the highest levels. She openly shares her harrowing
struggle with bulimia, recounting both the adversity and how she healed from it in order to
bring hope and understanding to others experiencing eating disorders. Between thrilling
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accounts of moments of triumph, Diggins shows the determination it takes to get there—the
struggles and disappointments, the fun and the hard work, and the importance of listening to
that small, fierce voice: I can do it. I am brave enough.
Aunt Tula Miguel de Unamuno 2013 Aunt Tula (La tia Tula), published in 1921, is one of the
few novels written by Miguel de Unamuno to centre on a female protagonist. It is a vivid,
nuanced portrait of the intelligent, wilful and yet vulnerable Tula. Despite having no
biological children of her own, the unmarried Tula becomes the primary maternal figure for
successive generations of children; some related to her, others not. Her chaste maternity is
presented as a complex response to her long-held, self-sacrificing romantic love for her
brother-in-law, her antipathy for the submissive role expected of bourgeois married women,
and Tula's fear of her own physicality. Julia Biggane's translation captures the accessibility of
style and richness of literary substance in the original, and the introduction equips the reader
with an understanding of the text's wider material contexts and historical significance. Of
special interest is the novel's representation of womanhood and maternity, itself inflected by
wider social changes in countries across Western Europe and Russia during the first two
decades of the 20th century.
My Sergei Ekaterina Gordeeva 2009-09-26 The Olympic gold medalist offers a poignant,
loving account of her life with her long-time partner and beloved husband, Sergei Grinkov,
from their first introduction and successive world pairs skating championships, to their
storybook romance and marriage, to the fatal heart attack that took Sergei's life.
Hosts and Guests Valene L. Smith 2012-06-13 Tourism—one of the world's largest
industries—has long been appreciated for its economic benefits, but in this volume tourism
receives a unique systematic scrutiny as a medium for cultural exchange. Modern
developments in technology and industry, together with masterful advertising, have created
temporarily leisured people with the desire and the means to travel. They often in turn effect
profound cultural change in the places they visit, and the contributors to this work all attend
to the impact these "guests" have on their "hosts." In contrast to the dramatic economic
transformations, the social repercussions of tourism are subtle and often recognized only by
the indigenous peoples themselves and by the anthropologists who have studied them before
and after the introduction of tourism. The case studies in Hosts and Guests examine the five
types of tourism—historical, cultural, ethnic, environmental, and recreational—and their
impact on diverse societies over a broad geographical range
A Frequency Dictionary of Spanish Mark Davies 2017-12-12 A Frequency Dictionary of
Spanish has been fully revised and updated, including over 500 new entries, making it an
invaluable resource for students of Spanish. Based on a new web-based corpus containing
more than 2 billion words collected from 21 Spanish-speaking countries, the second edition of
A Frequency Dictionary of Spanish provides the most expansive and up-to-date guidelines on
Spanish vocabulary. Each entry is accompanied with an illustrative example and full English
translation. The Dictionary provides a rich resource for language teaching and curriculum
design, while a separate CD version provides the full text in a tab-delimited format ideally
suited for use by corpus and computational linguistics. With entries arranged both by
frequency and alphabetically, A Frequency Dictionary of Spanish enables students of all
levels to get the most out of their study of vocabulary in an engaging and efficient way.
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Science and Skiing E. Kornexl 2003-09-02 The first International Congress on Science and
Skiing was held in Austria in January 1996. The main aim of the conference was to bring
together original key research in this area and provid an essential update for those in the
field. The lnk between theory and practice was also addressed, making the research more
applicable for both researchers and coaches. This book is divided into five parts, each
containing a group of papers that are related by theme or disciplineary approach. They are as
follows: Biomechanics of Skiing; Fitness testing and Training in Skiing; Movement Control
and Psychology in Skiing; Physiology of Skiing and Sociology of Skiing. The conclusions
drawn from the conference represent an invaluable practical reference for sports scientists,
coached, skiers and all those involved in this area.
Legends of the Earth Dorothy B. Vitaliano 1973 The slower geologic processes are
represented by myths associated with natural landforms, rocks and minerals, rivers and
mountains, and other outstanding features of the landscape. Examples are also given to show
some minor ways in which folklore and geology impinge on one another: misconceptions
about geologic phenomena, such as earthquakes, which are so prevalent as to constitute a
form of modern folklore, and conversely, ideas long considered to be pure folklore which may
prove to have some basis in scientific fact. The most dramatic example of geomythology so
far discovered is the theory the origin of the lost continent of Atlantis may be found in the
Minoan civilization of Crete, which suddenly disappeared from view around 1450 B.C., about
the time of a tremendous eruption know to have occurred in the nearby volcano, Santorin.
This theory, variously developed by Marinatos and Galanopoulos, is examined in the light of
new evidence gathered in Crete by Mrs.
Fifty Places to Ski and Snowboard Before You Die Chris Santella 2013-10-15 Fifty Places
to Ski and Snowboard Before You Die—the 10th book in the popular Fifty Places
series—takes readers to some of the world’s most inspiring skiing/snowboarding destinations:
the Chugach Mountains (Alaska); Aspen, Crested Butte, and Steamboat Springs (Colorado);
Tuckerman Ravine (New Hampshire); Rusutsu (Japan); Chamonix (France); Portillo (Chile);
and Whistler Blackcomb (British Columbia). Based on interviews with leading experts, the
book chronicles the rich history of these sports and the people who have mastered them,
including Tommy Moe, Jonny Moseley, Billy Kidd, and Greg Harms. Above all, Santella
provides readers with the gorgeous scenery, the glamorous ambiance, and the always
thrilling experience of visiting mountains from the Alps to the Rockies, whether it’s après-ski
in Cortina or helicopter rides into virgin Alaskan powder. Praise for Fifty Places to Ski and
Snowboard Before You Die “Even the reader who gets no farther than the couch can feel
transported to the snow-covered peaks, mogul fields, and sparkling expanses sculpted by the
book’s avalanche of quirky nuggets, insider tips, and historical perspectives . . . After writing
nine other Fifty Places guides, author Chris Santella has the drill down.” —Reuters.com
“Whether you’re an expert looking to hit the double diamond moguls or a beginner who
wants a gentle slope just in case stopping is an issue, these spots have a little something for
everyone.” —The Daily Beast “For powderhounds, Fifty Places to Ski & Snowboard Before
You Die by Chris Santella ($25) looks at snow sports destinations around the world.”
—Associated Press
Powder Patrick Thorne 2017-05-04 The most impressive, thrilling and scenic ski runs from
one of the world's leading ski experts. Long descents, big verts, challenging pistes and
stunning scenery, Powder is the definitive guide to the best and most feared ski runs on the
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planet. Whether you're a serious off-piste skier or a novice with alpine ambitions, this visually
stunning guide will undoubtedly inspire the winter Olympian in all of us. Along with classic
runs in Chamonix, Whistler and Jackson Hole, Powder will also take you to offbeat and exotic
locations such as the Himalayas, the Atlas Mountains and the 2014 Olympic destination of
Sochi in Russia - places notable not only for the fantastic skiing and snowboarding, but also
for their extraordinary scenery. Powder is the ultimate bucket list for any snowsports
enthusiast, challenging beginners and experts alike to take on the most breathtaking runs the
world has to offer. Contents include: Mt St Elias, Alaska; Whitehorn 2, Lake Louise, Canada;
Inferno, Mürren, Switzerland; Tortin, Verbier, Switzerland; Aiguille Rouge, Les Arcs, France;
Klein Matterhorn Descent, Cervinia, Italy; Lyngen Peninsula, Norway; Sochi Olympic
Downhill, Rosa Khutor, Russia; Mizuno no Sawa, Niseko, Japan; Everest, Mt Everest, Nepal;
The Motatapu Chutes, Treble Cone, New Zealand; Fast One, Mt Buller, Australia; Mt Vinson,
Antarctica.
World Travel Dictionary Richard English 1999
The Impact of Culture on Tourism OECD 2008-12-16 The Impact of Culture on Tourism
examines the growing relationship between tourism and culture, and the way in which they
have together become major drivers of destination attractiveness and competitiveness.
Descensos míticos : los 50 lugares de esquí más espectaculares del mundo Patrick Thorne
2014-11
The Sanatorium Sarah Pearse 2021-02-04 'The Sanatorium will keep you checking over your
shoulder. This spine-tingling, atmospheric thriller has it all: an eerie Alpine setting, sharp
prose, and twists you'll never see coming. A must-read.' Richard Osman 'An eerie,
atmospheric novel that had me completely on the edge of my seat.' Reese Witherspoon
*WATERSTONES THRILLER OF THE MONTH* *HALF A MILLION COPIES SOLD* *THE
NO.1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER* *A REESE WITHERSPOON BOOKCLUB PICK* A
beautiful, eerie hotel in the Swiss Alps, recently converted from an abandoned sanatorium, is
the last place Detective Elin Warner wants to be. But her estranged brother has invited her
there for his engagement party, and she feels she has no choice but to accept. Arriving in the
midst of a threatening storm, Elin immediately feels on edge. And things only get worse when
they wake the next morning to find her brother's fiancée is missing. With access to the hotel
cut off, the guests begin to panic. But this is only the first disappearance. Everyone's in
danger - and anyone could be next . . . ____________________ 'The Sanatorium is an absolutely
splendid Gothic thriller.' A. J. Finn 'One of the best books of 2021 [...] guaranteed to give you
goosebumps.' Woman & Home 'I absolutely loved The Sanatorium - it gave me all the wintry
thrills and chills.' Lucy Foley 'A menacing, creepy debut [...] echoes of Hitchcock and du
Maurier.' Daily Mail 'A chillingly vivid thriller in a fantastic setting.' T. M. Logan Readers love
The Sanatorium: ***** 'Thrilling, chilling - a tingles down my spine type of read.' *****
'Imagine a universe where Agatha Christie and Stephen King collaborated on a book.' *****
'Sarah Pearse wastes no time in ramping up the tension and is clearly destined to be a master
of this genre.' PRE-ORDER The Retreat, the addictive new thriller from the global bestselling
author of The Sanatorium. Coming July 2022.
Off the Beaten Track Patrick Thorne 1994 Guiding the traveller to secret places that
exemplify the culture and beauty of the Scottish highlands, the newest guide in an acclaimed
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series features fourteen itineraries and recommendations for food and lodging in the best
Scottish tradition. Original. IP.
The Gutenberg Galaxy Marshall McLuhan 2017-06-22 The Gutenberg Galaxy catapulted
Marshall McLuhan to fame as a media theorist and, in time, a new media prognosticator.
Fifty years after its initial publication, this landmark text is more significant than ever before.
Readers will be amazed by McLuhan’s prescience, unmatched by anyone since, predicting as
he did the dramatic technological innovations that have fundamentally changed how we
communicate. The Gutenberg Galaxy foresaw the networked, compressed ‘global village’ that
would emerge in the late-twentieth and twenty-first centuries — despite having been written
when black-and-white television was ubiquitous. This new edition of The Gutenberg Galaxy
celebrates both the centennial of McLuhan’s birth and the fifty-year anniversary of the book’s
publication. A new interior design updates The Gutenberg Galaxy for twenty-first-century
readers, while honouring the innovative, avant-garde spirit of the original. This edition also
includes new introductory essays that illuminate McLuhan’s lasting effect on a variety of
scholarly fields and popular culture. A must-read for those who inhabit today’s global village,
The Gutenberg Galaxy is an indispensable road map for our evolving communication
landscape.
The Mismeasure of Man (Revised and Expanded) Stephen Jay Gould 2006-06-17 The
definitive refutation to the argument of The Bell Curve. When published in 1981, The
Mismeasure of Man was immediately hailed as a masterwork, the ringing answer to those
who would classify people, rank them according to their supposed genetic gifts and limits.
And yet the idea of innate limits—of biology as destiny—dies hard, as witness the attention
devoted to The Bell Curve, whose arguments are here so effectively anticipated and
thoroughly undermined by Stephen Jay Gould. In this edition Dr. Gould has written a
substantial new introduction telling how and why he wrote the book and tracing the
subsequent history of the controversy on innateness right through The Bell Curve. Further,
he has added five essays on questions of The Bell Curve in particular and on race, racism,
and biological determinism in general. These additions strengthen the book's claim to be, as
Leo J. Kamin of Princeton University has said, "a major contribution toward deflating pseudobiological 'explanations' of our present social woes."
A Neotropical Companion John C. Kricher 1997 Widely praised, "A Neotropical Companion" is
an extraordinarily readable introduction to the American tropics, the lands of Central and
South America, their rainforests and other ecosystems, and the creatures that live there. 177
color illustrations.
The Tourist Dean MacCannell 1999 "Nothing short of brilliant."--Lewis Coser "Nothing short
of brilliant."--Lewis Coser
The Destruction of Reason Georg Lukacs 2021-08-31 How Western philosophy lost its
innocence: from Enlightenment to fascism The Destruction of Reason is Georg Lukács’s
trenchant criticism of certain strands of philosophy after Marx and the role they played in the
rise of National Socialism: ‘Germany’s path to Hitler in the sphere of philosophy,’ as he put it.
Starting with the revolutions of 1848, his analysis spans post-Hegelian philosophy and
sociology. The great pessimist Arthur Schopenhauer, neo-Hegelians such as Leopold von
Ranke and Wilhelm Dilthey, and the phenomenologists Edmund Husserl, Karl Jaspers, and
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Jean-Paul Sartre come in for a share of criticism, but the principal targets are Friedrich
Nietzsche and Martin Heidegger. Through these thinkers he shows in an unsparing analysis
that, with almost no exceptions, the post-Hegelian tradition prepared the ground for fascist
thought. Originally published in 1952, the book has been unjustly overlooked despite its
centrality in Lukács’s work and its being one of the key texts in Western Marxism. This new
edition features a historical introduction by Enzo Traverso, addressing the current rise of the
far right across the world today.
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